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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of streaming progressively com-
pressed 3-D models over lossy networks. Out of all encoded pack-
ets that can be transmitted, we intelligently choose a subset of pack-
ets to be transmitted using TCP in order to meet a given distortion
constraint, while transmitting the remaining packets using UDP to
minimize the end-to-end delay. We call this new application-layer
protocol 3TP (3-D models transport protocol). In this paper, we
mathematicallymodel both the delay and the distortion for a given
channel characteristics. Then, we minimize the expected delay for
a given distortion upper bound. The proposed protocol results in
savings of 39% and 62% in delay time at packet-loss rates of 1%
and 14%, respectively, compared to systems that do not optimize
transmission according to the encoded bitstream content.
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Processing and Computer Vision]: Compression

Keywords: 3-D Graphics Streaming, Networked Graphics, Joint
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1 Introduction

An increasing number of Internet applications utilize highly de-
tailed 3-D models, giving rise to a large amount of data to be stored,
transmitted, and rendered within a limited time frame. Moreover,
limited-bandwidth links in the Internet cause latency that prohibits
smooth interaction. To alleviate such limitations, compression
methods [Taubin and Rossignac 1998; Rossignac 1999] have been
proposed to reduce the number of bits representing 3-D models.
Even though these compression methods achieve high compression
ratio, the receiver needs to decode the whole bitstream before dis-
playing the model on the client’s screen. As a result, a new family
of compression algorithms have been proposed where the model
is progressively compressed into a number of levels [Pajarola and
Rossignac 2000; Taubin et al. 1998; Hoppe 1998]. The most popu-
lar algorithms encode the model into a base mesh and a number of

Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed 3-D models transport protocol
(3TP).

refinement levels. Applying each level produces a mesh that better
approximates the original model. If one of these levels is lost, then
all succeeding levels are not decodable but all coarser levels are
still decodable. Even though these progressive methods are suc-
cessful in reducing the end-to-end delay of displaying the model on
the client’s screen, they do not address the channel effect such as
losses and delay. In this paper we use theCompressed Progressive
Mesh(CPM) [Pajarola and Rossignac 2000] to produceM batches
in addition to the base mesh. Each batch consists of connectivity
and geometry parts. If the connectivity part of a batch is lost during
transmission, decoding stops at that batch. Even though CPM is
used in this paper, the proposed protocol can employ any progres-
sive compression algorithm.

In a typical 3-D application, the client signs into a virtual world
and requests a number of 3-D models with a maximum distortion
level to be downloaded. In order to deliver 3-D models with this
distortion upper bound, several methods have been proposed in the
literature. For example, sender-based methods estimate the losses
in the channel and protects the transmitted bitstream by adding re-
dundant bits to be able to recover lost data on the client side [Bajaj



et al. 1998; Yan et al. 2001; Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2002; Al-
Regib et al. 2002a; Al-Regib et al. 2002b]. These algorithms pro-
tect the transmitted bitstream using forward error correction (FEC)
codes. A well-known network solution is to retransmit all lost pack-
ets until they are all received correctly on the client side. The trans-
port control protocol (TCP) is an example of this approach. If the
channel suffers from packet losses, then many TCP packets will be
lost. TCP will retransmit all lost packets until they are all received
error-free. This, unfortunately, increases the download time. Such
technique is not applicable to thetime-sensitiveapplications that are
the focus of this paper. Finally, Martin in [Martin 2000a] and [Mar-
tin 2000b] proposed an adaptive system that segments the model
into areas of importance. The choice of the part to stream first de-
pends on the viewer’s point of view. Nevertheless, the system is not
adaptive to the channel packet-loss rate.

In this paper, we propose a new application-layer protocol that
intelligently employs both the transport control protocol (TCP) and
the user datagram protocol (UDP) to stream the progressively com-
pressed bitstream of several 3-D models in a virtual scene (Fig-
ure 1). The proposed 3-D transport protocol (3TP) ensures a min-
imum delay by carefully selecting the parts of the bitstream to be
transmitted using TCP and the parts to be streamed using UDP. This
choice depends on three factors: (i) the 3-D models, (ii) the end-to-
end channel packet-loss rate, and (iii) the maximum distortion level
tolerated by the client. In [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003], weex-
perimentallydecide the partitioning of the bitstream into two parts;
one part to be streamed using TCP and the other part is streamed
using UDP. In this paper, wemathematicallydecide on this par-
titioning. We first mathematically model both the delay and the
distortion for a given scene and an end-to-end channel. Then, we
test all possible partitioning scenarios that satisfy the distortion up-
per bound. We choose the partitioning scheme that minimizes the
expected delay. In contrast, Chen et al. in [Chen et al. 2003] ran-
domly choose the amount of data to be sent using TCP regardless
of the channel packet-loss rate.

The paper is organized as follows. We first show the performance
of streaming the bitstream using either TCP or UDP in Section 2.
Then, we present the proposed 3TP protocol in Section 3. We com-
pare the performance of 3TP with other methods in Section 4 and
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Streaming 3-D Models

In this section, we show the high delay caused by streaming 3-D
scenes using the transport control protocol (TCP), especially at high
packet-loss rates. Similarly, we show the high distortion resulting
from using the user datagram protocol (UDP) to stream these mod-
els.

2.1 TCP

Since TCP guarantees the delivery of all packets to the receiver
error-free by retransmitting lost packets, it is attractive to applica-
tions that do not have time constraint. At high channel packet-loss
rates, TCP suffers from high delay that hinders the smooth online
interactivity required by several 3-D applications. To illustrate the
delay associated with TCP, we conducted several experiments to
stream a number of progressively compressed 3-D models using
TCP. In here, we report the results for streaming tenSMALL BUNNY
models where each model is progressively compressed into a base
mesh and ten batches. We used a network simulator (ns-2) [Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley /LBNL/VINT ] to run these experi-
ments with the topology shown in Figure 2. The TCP packet size is
chosen to be 256 Bytes. The delay between the request to download
the ten models and the time of receiving all packets correctly on the
client side is shown in Figure 3 for different packet-loss rates. As

shown in the plot, the delay increases as the packet-loss rate in-
creases. This is caused by the increase in the number of retransmis-
sions, the TCP slow-start operation-area, and the sharp decrease of
the transmission rate when congestion is detected [Floyd and Fall
1999].

Figure 2: The used network topology.

Figure 3: The measured delay when tenSMALL BUNNY models are
streamed using TCP at different packet-loss rates.

2.2 UDP

Today, for real-time applications, UDP is preferred in practice over
TCP because UDP does not require any feedback from the receiver.
On the other hand, UDP does not guarantee the delivery of the
transmitted packets to the client. When the link between the sender
and the receiver is error-free, UDP outperforms TCP in terms of
end-to-end delay but as the packet-loss rate increases, the quality of
the displayed 3-D models on the client side substantially degrades
. To illustrate the performance of UDP over different network con-
ditions, we repeated the experiments in Section 2.1 using UDP as
the transmission protocol. In order to keep a reasonable quality
level on the client side and because of the importance of the base
mesh, we transmit all base meshes of all models in the scene using
TCP, while UDP is used to transmit all other batches in the pro-
gressively compressed bitstream. The average distortion between
the transmitted models and the received ones on the client side is
depicted in Figure 4. In this case, all models are assumed to have
the same importance and the reported distortion is the average dis-
tortion of the tenSMALL BUNNY models. It is clear from Figure 4
that the distortion constraint cannot be guaranteed when UDP is
used to transmit all batches, especially when the packet-loss rate is
high. This tradeoff between distortion and delay is addressed by the
proposed protocol that is explained in the next section.

3 3TP: 3-D Models Transport Protocol

The proposed 3TP protocol intelligently uses TCP and UDP to de-
liver the progressively compressed 3-D models in a virtual scene to



Figure 4: The measured distortion when the base meshes are trans-
mitted using TCP, while all other batches of the tenSMALL BUNNY
models are transmitted using UDP. The reported distortion is the
average of the ten distortion measures.

the client with an agreed-upon upper distortion bound during the
minimum possible time. In 3TP, the minimum delay is achieved by
selecting certain parts of the encoded bitstream to be transmitted
using TCP, while the remaining part is streamed using UDP. This
choice is a function of the channel packet-loss rate and the maxi-
mum distortion.

The problem 3TP addresses can be stated as follows:“Given
(i) a virtual scene that contains M 3-D models and each model is
progressively compressed into L levels, (ii) an upper bound on the
distortion level (Dmax), and (iii) the channel packet-loss rate (PLR),
determine the connectivity and the geometry parts of the encoded
levels to be transmitted using TCP in order to minimize the delay”.
In mathematical form, this problem can be re-stated as

min arg
χC

TCP,χG
TCP

T (χC
TCP,χG

TCP,PLR),

sub ject toD(χC
TCP,χG

TCP,PLR) ≤ Dmax, and

0≤ χC
TCP,χG

TCP≤ L,

(1)

whereT is the time delay between the request to download theM
models and the time when all models are streamed out,D is the
average distortion on the client side,χC

TCP is the number of connec-
tivity levels to be transmitted using TCP, andχG

TCP is the number
of geometry levels to be transmitted using TCP. In this paper, we
mathematically model the distortion (D) and the delay (T ) func-
tions and solve the optimization problem in Equation (1).

Because of the importance of the base mesh, we stream all
base meshes at all conditions using TCP. Therefore, having(χC

TCP,
χG

TCP) = (0,0) corresponds to streaming the base mesh using
TCP and all batches using UDP. On the other hand, when(χC

TCP,
χG

TCP) = (L,L), then all batches as well as the base mesh are trans-
mitted using TCP. For a given channel packet-loss rate higher than
zero, it is anticipated that the delay is maximum and the distortion
is minimum when(χC

TCP, χG
TCP) = (L,L) because all packets are

delivered to the client error-free. In contrast, it is anticipated that
the delay is minimum and the distortion is maximum when(χC

TCP,
χG

TCP) = (0,0).
In [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003], the authors experimentally

solve Equation 1 by running experiments to all possible scenarios
and calculating the delay and the distortion at each experiment.
This requires long processing time as discussed in [Al-Regib and
Altunbasak 2003]. On the other hand, in this paper, we mathemati-
cally model the delay and the distortion. Then, we mathematically
solve Equation 1.

3.1 Delay Model

To model the delay experienced by sending the bitstream using 3TP,
we first need to model the delay for both TCP and UDP connec-
tions. We use the TCP throughput model proposed in [Floyd and
Fall 1999] to compute the required time to deliver all TCP packets
to the client. This latency is given by

TTCP =
BTCP×RTT×

√
PLR

k×MSS
sec., (2)

whereTTCP is the time required to deliver all TCP packets to the
client, BTCP is the total number of Bytes transmitted using TCP,
RTT is the round-trip-time,PLR is the average packet-loss rate,MSS
is the maximum segment size, andk is a constant.

The other source of delay is the time of transmitting all UDP
packets. This time depends on the transmission rate and is given
by:

TUDP =
BUDP

RUDP
sec., (3)

whereTUDP is the time required to transmit all UDP packets,BUDP
is the total number of Bytes transmitted using UDP, andRUDP is the
transmission rate of UDP stream.

In this paper, we assume that bothRTT and PLR do not vary
during the streaming time for an end-to-end channel. Similarly, we
assume thatk, MSS, andRUDP are constants. On the other hand,
bothBTCP andBUDP are functions of(χC

TCP,χG
TCP). The total delay

time (T ) is given by:T = TTCP+TUDP.
Figure 5 depicts the total delay, computed using Equations (2)

and (3), of streaming tenSMALL BUNNY models over different
channels. In these calculations1, RTT = 28 msec.,MSS= 256
Bytes, andk = 1.22.

Next, we derive a mathematical model that estimates the average
distortion introduced to the scene that is displayed on the client’s
screen for a given end-to-end channel.

3.2 Distortion Model

In order to estimate the distortion associated with the 3TP stream,
the distortion for both TCP and UDP sub-streams is estimated. Be-
cause TCP delivers all packets to the client, the distortion associated
with TCP is zero. Therefore, the main source of distortion is the
dropped UDP packets. For example, when all levels of all models
using TCP are transmitted (i.e.,(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) = (L,L)), the source

of distortion is quantization,D = EQ, whereEQ is the quantization
error. On the other hand, when(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) = (0,0), the expected

distortion is a function of the packet-loss rate.
To derive the distortion model, we investigate three cases:

χC
TCP= χG

TCP, χC
TCP< χG

TCP, andχC
TCP> χG

TCP. First, we illustrate
the derivation of the distortion equation whenχC

TCP = χG
TCP using

a specific example, then we give the general equation. Let the total
number of batches to be 10 (L = 10) and let(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) = (8,8),

then we will have two batches to transmit using UDP. Each batch
consists of connectivity and geometry parts. Some of these parts
might be lost during transmission and therefore we will have a to-
tal of seven scenarios as illustrated in Figure 6(a). Note that when
the connectivity part of a batch is lost, then decoding stops, which
is not the case when the geometry part is lost. For example, the
expected distortion resulting from losing the connectivity part of

batch (9) (i.e.,, scenario (2) in Figure 6(a)) is written asE(9)
C P(9)

C ,

whereE(9)
C is the distortion resulting from losing the connectivity

part of batch (9), andP(9) is the probability of losing this connec-
tivity part. Similarly, the expected distortion when scenario (5) in

1This choice ofk is recommended in [Floyd and Fall 1999]



(a)PLR = 6%

(b) PLR = 1, 6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 19%

Figure 5: Theoretical delay (T ) of streaming tenSMALL BUNNY
models on different channels with different packet-loss rates (PLR).

Figure 6(a) occurs is written asE(9,10)
G,C (1−P(9)

C )P(9)
G P(10)

C , where

E(9,10)
G,C is the distortion resulting from losing the geometry part of

batch (9) as well as the connectivity part of batch (10). Combining
all these scenarios, the expected distortion becomes as follows (For
simplicity, in the rest of the paperTCP is dropped fromχC

TCP and
χG

TCP to beχC andχG, respectively.)

D(χC = χG) =

EQ(1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C )(1−PχG+1
G )(1−PχG+2

G )

+EχC+1
C PχC+1

C +EχC+2
C PχC+2

C (1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχG+1

G )

+E(χC+2,χG+1)
C,G PχC+2

C PχG+1
G (1−PχC+1

C )

+EχG+1
G PχG+1

G (1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C )(1−PχG+2
G )

+EχG+2
G PχG+2

G (1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C )(1−PχG+1
G )

+EχG+1,χG+2
G,G PχG+1

G PχG+2
G (1−PχC+1

C )(1−PχC+2
C )

, (4)

whereEQ is the quantization error,P j
C is the probability of losing

the connectivity part of batch (j), P j
G is the probability of losing the

geometry part of batch (j), E j
C is the distortion introduced by losing

the connectivity part of batch (j), E j
G is the distortion introduced

by losing the geometry part of batch (j), andE( j,i)
C,G is the distortion

introduced by losing the connectivity part of batch (j) as well as
the geometry part of batch (i). Calculations ofP j

C, P j
G, andE j are

detailed later in this section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) In this illustration, the total number of batches is 10
and (χC

TCP,χG
TCP) = (8,8), i.e., both the connectivity and the ge-

ometry parts of the first 8 levels are sent using TCP while the con-
nectivity and the geometry parts of levels 9 and 10 are sent using
UDP. (b) In this illustration, the total number of batches is 10 and
(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) = (8,5), i.e., the connectivity of the first 8 levels and

the geometry of the first 5 levels are sent using TCP, while the con-
nectivity of levels 9 and 10 and the geometry of levels 6-10 are sent
using UDP. The crossed levels in these illustrations imply that part
or the bitstream associated with this level is lost during transmis-
sion.

Because the decoding process stops when the connectivity infor-
mation of a certain batch is lost, the error introduced by losing the
connectivity part of batch (j) is much higher than the error intro-
duced by losing the geometry part of batch (i). Therefore, we will
assume the following

E(i, j)
C,G ≈ Ei

C and E(i, j,···,k)
C,G,···,G ≈ Ei

C, (5)

whereE(i, j,···,k)
C,G,···,G is the distortion resulting from losing the connec-

tivity part of batch (i) as well as the geometry parts of batches (j to
k). The validity of this assumption is based on the fact that within a
batch connectivity is more important than geometry [Al-Regib and
Altunbasak 2003].

To further simplify the expression in Equation (4), we assume
that the distortion resulting from losing two or more geometry lev-
els is the sum of the distortions resulting from losing these parts
individually, i.e.,



E(i, j)
G,G ≈ Ei

G +E j
G and E(i, j,···,k)

G,G,···,G ≈ Ei
G + · · ·+Ek

G, (6)

whereE(i, j,···,k)
G,G,···,G is the distortion resulting from losing the geometry

parts of batches (i to k).
After incorporating the assumptions in Equations (5) and (6) into

Equation (4), the expected distortion is simplified to

D(χC = χG) =

EQ(1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C )(1−PχG+1
G )(1−PχG+2

G )

+EχC+1
C PχC+1

C +EχC+2
C PχC+2

C (1−PχC+1
C )

+EχG+1
G PχG+1

G (1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C )

+EχG+2
G PχG+2

G (1−PχC+1
C )(1−PχC+2

C ).

(7)

Equation (7) can be generalized for any number of batches,L,
whereχC(= χG) levels are transmitted using TCP as

D(χC = χG) =

EQ
L
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)
L
∏

j=χG+1
(1−P j

G)

+EχC+1
C PχC+1

C +
L
∑

i=χC+2
Ei

CPi
C

i−1
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)

+
L
∑

i=χG+1
Ei

GPi
G

i
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C).

(8)

The second and the third terms are associated with the distortion
resulting from losing connectivity levels. We will denote these two
terms as

D ′ = EχC+1
C PχC+1

C +
L
∑

i=χC+2
Ei

CPi
C

i−1
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C) (9)

The distortion whenχC < χG can be derived similar to the above
case whenχC = χG. In the former case, more connectivity levels
are transmitted using UDP and onlyD ′ is affected. The resulting
distortion is the same as the one given in Equation (8). Therefore,
we get

D(χC ≤ χG) =

EQ
L
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)
L
∏

j=χG+1
(1−P j

G)+D ′

+
L
∑

i=χG+1
Ei

GPi
G

i
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)

(10)

Now, we derive the distortion whenχC > χG. For simplicity,
we derive the equations for a specific example and then we give the
general formula. Assume thatL = 10, χC = 8, andχG = 5. When
5≤ χG ≤ 7, there will be eight possible scenarios as shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). Each scenario is combined with the seven scenarios shown
in Figure 6(a). As a result, there will be 56 possible scenarios. To
further simplify the expression, we assume that the distortion re-
sulting from losing two ore more geometry levels is the sum of the
distortions resulting from losing these geometry levels individually
as given by Equation (6). By incorporating this assumption and
simplifying the resulting expression, we get

D(χC > χG) =

EQ
L
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)
L
∏

j=χG+1
(1−P j

G)

+
χC

∑
i=χG+1

Ei
GPi

G

L
∑

i=χC+1
Pi

C

L
∏

i=χC+1
(1−Pi

C)

+EχC+1
C PχC+1

C +
L
∑

i=χC+2
Ei

CPi
C

i−1
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C)

. (11)

In summary, the expected average distortion on the client side is
given by

D =







































E
′

Q +D
′
+

L
∑

i=χG+1
E(i)

G Pi
G

i
∏

j=χC+1
(1−P j

C), χC ≤ χG

E
′

Q +
χC

∑
i=χG+1

Ei
GP(i)

G

L
∑

i=χC+1
Pi

C

×
L
∏

i=χC+1
(1−Pi

C)+D′, χC > χG

,

(12)
whereD ′ is given in Equation (9) and

E
′

Q = EQ

L

∏
j=χC+1

(1−P j
C)

L

∏
j=χG+1

(1−P j
G). (13)

To find the distortion,D , that is given in Equation (12), we need
to evaluate the distortion resulting from losing the connectivity part
of level (j) (E j

C), the distortion resulting from losing the geometry

part of level (j) (E j
G), and the probability of losing the connectivity

or the geometry parts of level (j) (P j
C or P j

G). In this paper, we evalu-
ate the first two terms using theHausdorffdistance. We achieve this
by decoding the encoded bitstream for every 0≤ j ≤ L and mea-
sure theHausdorffdistance between the decoded and the original
models.

The probability of losing a certain part (either connectivity or
geometry) of batch (j) (i.e., P j ) depends on the number of packets
in this part. In general,P j is given by

P( j) =
K j

∑
l=1

p(l ,n) (14)

whereK j is the number of packets this part (connectivity/geoemtry)
of level (j) and p(l ,n) is the probability of losingl packets out
of n packets. To evaluatep(l ,n), we use the two-state Markovian
model shown in Figure 7 to model the end-to-end channel between
the server and the client. More details on evaluatingp(l ,n) can be
found in [Horn et al. 1999]. The choice ofn depends on bothk( j)

and the number of models that are transmitted. For example, if the
connectivity part of a certain level constitutes five packets and there
are ten models, thenn = 5×10= 50 packets.

Figure 7: The Gilbert-Elliot end-to-end channel model.

We evaluated the average expected distortion (D) for differ-
ent packet-loss rates (PLR) when tenSMALL BUNNY models are



streamed with(0,0) ≤ (χC
TCP,χG

TCP) ≤ (10,10). Figures 8(a) and
(b) show the expected distortion (D) when the packet-loss rate is
6% and 19%, respectively.

(a)PLR = 6%

(b) PLR = 14%

Figure 8: The theoretical average distortion (D) of the tenSMALL
BUNNY models displayed on the client’s screen and streamed over
different channels with packet-loss rates (PLR) of (a) 6% and (b)
14%. This distortion is calculated using Equation (12).

Figure 8 depicts the expected distortion when part of the bit-
stream is transmitted using UDP. These theoretical plots do not
have the statistical problem the experimental plots are experienc-
ing where the plot is not smooth [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003].
Finally, the plots in Figure 8 require less processing time than those
obtained experimentally [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003]. In the
next section, we show the performance of the theoretical solution.

4 Performance Comparison

The area of streaming 3-D models over lossy channels is relatively
new. The proposed methods in the literature minimize the end-to-
end delay by reducing the number of bits needed to be transmitted
to the client. Therefore, we will compare the performance of the
proposed 3TP protocol with a method that we call TCP-All where

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The minimum achievable delay using 3TP for differ-
ent maximum distortion levels at different packet-loss rates. The
straight lines are the theoretical results while the starred points are
obtained experimentally.

both connectivity and geometry parts of all levels that just guaran-
tee the distortion constraint are streamed using TCP. For example,
if Dmax = 30, then from the R-D curve (Figure10) of theSMALL
BUNNY model, the base mesh, the connectivity, and the geometry
data of the first nine batches are transmitted using TCP only but if
Dmax= 60, then the base mesh and six batches are transmitted us-
ing TCP only2. In the 3TP case, we use the (χC

TCP, χG
TCP) pairs that

have been mathematically found in Section 3.
Figures 9(a) and (b) compare the experimental and the theoret-

ical solutions for two packet-loss rates3. It is noticed that at low
Dmax, the experimental solution gives lower delay than the corre-
sponding theoretical solution. This is caused by the insufficient
number of iterations when we solved the problem experimentally
in [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003]. Nevertheless, forDmax> 30,
both methods give similar delay. More specifically, the delay com-
puted theoretically is smaller than the one found experimentally. As
we repeat the experiments thousands of time, we anticipate that the
two curves will behave identically.

Figure 11 depicts the theoretical comparison between 3TP and
TCP-All. WhenPLR = 1% andDmax= 30, 3TP saves 39% of the

2This distortion is measured using theHausdorffdistance.
3Such information is obtained using network techniques that are beyond

the scope of this paper. Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP)[Wang et al.
2002], for example, provides sender and receiver reports that contain long-
and short-term packet-loss rates.



Figure 10: The rate-distortion (R-D) curve of theSMALL BUNNY
model when progressively compressed into a base mesh and ten
batches.

delay time compared to TCP-All but whenPLR = 14%, 3TP saves
62% of the delay time. Similarly, when the maximum distortion is
increased to 60, 3TP saves up to 20% and 54% of the delay time
when the packet-loss rate is 1% and 14%, respectively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an application-layer protocol for stream-
ing 3-D models over lossy channels. The proposed protocol com-
bines source and channel characteristics to minimize the end-to-
end delay of streaming the bits that guarantee a distortion con-
straint. For every channel and a distortion constraint, we mathe-
matically choose the number of connectivity and geometry levels
(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) to be transmitted using TCP, while the remaining lev-

els are transmitted using UDP. We first mathematically model the
expected delay and the expected distortion for a given 3-D scene
and a given end-to-end channel. Then, we solve the optimization
problem mathematically for all partitioning scenarios. The pro-
posed protocol outperforms the alternative method of using TCP
for all connectivity and geometry levels that satisfy the distortion
constraint. The process used to obtain the solution of Equation (1)
is performed off line. Then, a table that lists the(χC

TCP,χG
TCP)

pairs for everyDmax andPLR combinations is stored, on the server,
together with the bitstream of the progressively compressed 3-D
models. When a client requests the models, the server chooses the
(χC

TCP,χG
TCP) pair, from the stored table, that minimizes the end-to-

end delay for the given channel packet loss rate and starts streaming
the bitstream accordingly.

The proposed processing is performed off-line and the results
can be stored in a look-up table along with the progressively-
encoded bitstream. This table would have an entry for a list of chan-
nel packet-loss rates and delays. For every entry, the table stores the
corresponding batches pair that minimizes the delay and maximizes
the quality. When a client requests a 3D model, we can measure the
channel end-to-end delay and packet-loss rates, then fetch the cor-
responding parameters from the look-up table, and stream out the
bitstream using TCP/UDP according to the table.

(a)Dmax= 30

(b)Dmax= 60

Figure 11: Comparison between the performance of 3TP and the
method of streaming all those levels, which satisfy the maximum
distortion constraint, using TCP (TCP-All). Two different maxi-
mum distortion levels,Dmax are shown: (a)Dmax = 30, and (b)
Dmax= 60.
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